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What are we announcing? 
Barracuda and Drobo announced a partnership that will bring cloud accessibility 
and storage to Drobo 5N users. Through this partnership, the Drobo 5N will be 
integrated with Copy™, a Barracuda Service, allowing users to access shared 
files from any location and any device. 
 
How does this partnership benefit Drobo / Drobo users? 
Through this partnership, the new Drobo 5N will be integrated with Copy™, a 
new file storage and sharing service from Barracuda, allowing users to access 
shared files from any location and any device. 
 
How does this partnership benefit Copy users? 
In phase one of the integration, users will have bi-directional syncing abilities to 
share files stored in Copy with the Drobo device so that users can access those 
files locally.  
 
How does this partnership benefit Barracuda? 
Copy will become immediately available to the large and growing Drobo installed 
base. 
 
How much does Copy cost? 
Barracuda will license Copy cloud storage to Drobo users, up to 5GB free of 
charge, and $99 and $149 price points for additional capacity. 
 
Why did Barracuda select Drobo as the first partner to integrate the Copy 
technology, and why did Drobo select Copy? 
Barracuda and Drobo share similar business philosophies of providing easy to 
deploy and manage solutions that simplify many of the most complex IT 
challenges for businesses. Additionally, the Barracuda and Drobo installed bases 
are very similar. Together the two companies are well positioned to be the 
leading providers of integrated local and cloud-based storage and large file 
transfer technology to the midmarket.   
 
How does the integration work? 
There will be a Copy client available for the new Drobo 5N storage device.  
Drobo 5N users will have the option of downloading, installing and setting up 
Copy right from within the Drobo Dashboard application. The Copy accounts 
provide 5GB of storage capacity free of charge, and users can license additional 
storage capacity directly from Barracuda.   
 
What is the sales strategy with the Copy/Drobo OEM partnership? 
Drobo will be responsible for selling Drobo devices. Barracuda and the Copy 



team will be responsible for licensing Copy accounts.  
 
How much does the cloud-enabled Drobo cost? 
The Drobo 5N retails for $599 USD. Copy provides 5GB of storage free of 
charge, and users can license additional storage capacity directly from 
Barracuda.  
 
Is the Copy / Drobo partnership an exclusive one? Are other OEM 
partnerships with Copy in the pipeline? 
While the Drobo / Copy partnership is the first integration, it is not an exclusive 
one. We will evaluate other opportunities that make sense for us as a company 
and our users. 
 
Why do Copy users need a Drobo device when they have access to the 
Copy cloud storage for free? 
Many users – particularly ‘prosumers’ such as video professionals, 
photographers, and others who use large files – need a local / networked storage 
device to maximize performance, and then elect to share files with Copy when 
they need to give others access.  
 
Will Copy be available as a stand-alone solution as well? 
Yes, Copy is a free cloud storage and sharing technology/site that users can 
upload, access and share files to from any device.  The integration with Drobo 
extends the Drobo local networked storage to the cloud, and provides users with 
that same any time-anywhere access to shared information. 
 


